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The Restaurant

The sensory joys of Indian cuisine, cast in a beautiful new light. 

The first Indian restaurant in London to receive a Michelin star 

continues to explore new ground with dishes to be enjoyed any time 

of day, served in delicately floral surroundings in Mayfair.
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The Food

A modern twist on the flavours and textures of India, combining and 

celebrating diverse regional methods of cooking, with the tandoor 

at the heart of the kitchen.
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Private Dining Room

Allow us to prepare a special menu to suit parties of up to 12, while 

you enjoy the garden-inspired surroundings.
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Larger groups

The upstairs of the restaurant is also available for large groups and 

can accomodate up to 30 people.
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SEATING PLAN OPTIONS

Please get in touch with your individual requirements and we will do 

our utmost to accomodate them.
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Event Menu
£110 per person

Baked Venison Samosa

Griddled Scottish Scallops

Spicy Chargrilled Jumbo Prawn

Herb Marinated Chicken Tikka

Crispy Lobster 

Char-grilled Lamb Chop 

 Grilled Duck Breast Vindaloo

Cholar Dal

Jeera Pulao

Naan

Hill Station Ginger Pudding

Wine pairing available 

Menu is offered for the whole table. 15% service charge will be added to your bill, all of which is distributed 
to our staff. All prices include VAT at current rate. Please speak to server for allergens information. 
Customers with nut allergies / intolerances eating in our restaurants do so entirely at their own risk.  
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Vegetarian Event Menu
£110 per person

Allahabadi Baked Samosa 

Nutty Y

Crispy Stu

Tand

Tan

Mew

W

Menu is offered for the whole table. 15% se
to our staff. All prices include VAT at c
Customers with nut allergies / intoleran
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oghurt & Corn Kebab

ffed Padron Chilli Pepper

oori Malai Artichoke

Crispy Broccoli

doori Paneer Tikka

a Mawa Kofta Curry 

Cholar Dal

Jeera Pulao

Multigrain Roti

Makhan Malai

ine pairing available

rvice charge will be added to your bill, all of which is distributed 
urrent rate. Please speak to server for allergens information. 
ces eating in our restaurants do so entirely at their own risk. 



Enquiries
For all private dining and event enquiries please get in touch:

reservations@tamarindrestaurant.com

+44 (0)207 629 3561
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